
3 спальная комната квартира продается в Nueva Andalucia, Málaga

Orginal Price 845.000 eur , Now 497000 eur
3 bedrooms apartment. Bathroom with Jacuzzi and shower.Fully fitted kitchen with all appliances. Living room with
two rooms, dining and living room.Terrace entrance hall and a room. Air conditioning system with heat pump. Security
system connected to security cabin.Storeroom and garage

Kitchens:

High and low furniture in the kitchen.
Worktop and finish made of white granite.
Stainless steel sink with plate rack brand Teka.
Set of chrome-plated, single-control taps brand Miele or Teka.
Total instalation of kitchen appliances.

Electrical household appliances:

Washer-dryer brand Bosch.
Dishwasher brand Bosch.
Refrigerator brand Bosch.
Vitroceramic stove with four electric spots brand Teka or Bosch.
Rustic oven brand Mepansa or Bosch.
Turbo extractor hood with three ventilation speeds brand Miele orTeka.
Microwave brand Bosch.

Bathrooms with hydro massage and jacuzzi in every apartment, renowned quality.
Marble tiling.
Air conditioning (cold and heat).
Individual security sistem in every home, conected to the security cabin.
In the common areas, there is a great swimming pool in the shape of a clover accessed through 2 panoramic lifts, all of
it surrounded by mediterranean and tropical gardens,
leading to the idyllic Lago Viejo, where you can practice nautical sports, like canoeing, etc.

At the same time, it counts with a children´s playground, gymnasium, turkish bath and an assembly hall for comunity
of owners´ use.
The complex provides a security perimiter, premises are fenced with only one entry.
A total of 12 security cameras in a closed circuit around the enclosure, 2 panoramic

  3 спальни   3 ванные комнаты   160m² Размер сборки
  Бассейн   Terrace area: 40   Location - Elevated
  Furniture - Negotiable   Kitchen - Equipped Kitchen   Parking - Ample Garage
  Pool - Communal Pool   Garden - Beautiful Garden   Orientation - South
  Features - 24 hrs Security System   Features - Air Conditioning Hot/Cold   Features - Built to High Standards
  Views - Africa   Views - Beach   Views - Breathtaking
  Views - Garden   Views - Golf   Views - Green Zones
  Views - Mountains   Views - Sea

497.000€

Недвижимость продается Purple Property Consutants
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